Getting Started Part 1 - Basics

This guide aims to give you a quick and easy start with PocketQuery. It leads you through the installation and set-up process and briefly explains the overall concept and the most important features.

If you are looking for an in-depth description of every single feature, have a look at the User / Administrator Guide.

Topics

- Prerequisites
- Installation and Set-Up
- Connecting to the First Datasource
- Creating the First Query
- Adding Parameters to Your Query
- Creating A Custom Template To Style the Result

Start with "Prerequisites"

What's next?

Of course, there is a lot more you can do. If you are interested in retrieving data from a REST API, there is another guide for you that will also introduce you to the converter feature.

You can also try out the different macro settings, that enable you to load data dynamically or change the query parameter without editing the Confluence page. You can explore the various settings for queries, that e.g. add the result to the Confluence search index, activate caching or limit the use of a query to specific spaces. Velocity templates themselves are very powerful as well and PocketQuery comes with a number of additional features for them that will make your life easier.

You can find more information in the User / Administrator Guide and lots of further questions have already been answered on the Atlassian support platform. Have fun exploring the possibilities of PocketQuery!